
Thanksgiving 2023



Amanera Thanksgiving Weekend

An enchanting long weekend awaits at Amanera, where Aman’s unrivalled hospitality, culinary 
delights, and authentic experiences make for the most unforgettable Thanksgiving. Nestled 

along the pristine coastline of the Dominican Republic, Amanera is a haven of natural beauty – 
the perfect place in which come together to reflect and show gratitude.

Over the course of five days, celebratory events unfold on Amanera’s shores. Enjoy creative 
cocktails from Bombay Sapphire’s Most Imaginative Bartender, Valentino Longo, in partnership 
with Oliver & Oliver distillery, a true local gem embodying the rich heritage, craftsmanship, and 

flavors that define the country's renowned rum-making tradition. 

Throughout the weekend, Amanera’s Executive Chef, César Landeo, serves delicious plates that 
exemplify the Domincan’s culinary landscape. With more than 15 years of experience in fine 

dining and hospitality, Landeo’s culinary experiences offer the most memorable of mealtimes as 
you gather around the table. 

As the weekend draws to a close, our wish is that you and your family depart Amanera with 
hearts full of cherished memories, a newfound appreciation for each other, and a profound sense 

of gratitude for the incredible experiences shared. 

22-26 November 2023





Wednesday 22 November

Gratitude Yoga at the Beach
8am, complimentary, reservation required

Join a slow, adults-only session of poses and stretches on the resort’s tranquil shores. 
Specially crafted to help you start the weekend on a positive note, embracing a sense of 
gratitude.

Aman Champagne and Oysters at the Lounge Bar
From 6pm, USD 85pp, reservation required 

Set in our iconic Lounge Bar, where the majestic Playa Grande arch merges with the 
most beautiful sunsets, deliciously fresh Rio San Juan Oysters are served while toasting 
with Aman’s very own special cuvee, Aman Champagne. Live music will complement 
the scene, with local artists serenading this memorable evening. 

Spanish Night at the Beach Club
From 7pm, USD 120pp / USD 25 SOD Package, reservation required

Indulge in the vibrant energy of Spanish Night at Amanera’s Beach Club. Delight in an 
exquisite array of authentic Spanish dishes expertly prepared to tantalize the taste buds - 
an unforgettable evening where the spirit of Spain comes alive by the sea.

Prices are per person, in USD dollars. Rates are subject to 10% service charge and 18% local tax.





Thursday 23 November

Connect with Nature
8am, complimentary, reservation required
Join us for a mountain walk that will reconnect you with nature, allowing you to feel the 
jungle beneath your feet and refresh the mind with deep breaths of crisp, fresh air. 
Embracing the beauty of the outdoors and create lasting memories, this complimentary 
experience is perfect for families seeking time together (children must be accompanied 
by adults). 

Turkey Crafting in the Games Room
11am, complimentary 
Little ones aged between 4 and 12 can gather in the Games Room and unleash their 
creativity, crafting the emblematic Thanksgiving turkey from a range of materials. 

Thanksgiving Dinner at the Restaurant
From 7pm, USD 145pp, reservation required
Whether a group gathering or an intimate celebration for two, Amanera’s five-course 
Thanksgiving Dinner is a celebration of gratitude and togetherness offering an 
unforgettable blend of luxury, cuisine, and breathtaking surroundings. A twist on 
favourite Thanksgiving classics, the menu includes dishes such as Slow Roasted Turkey 
served family-style and Pecan Pie with Dulce de Leche Ice Cream. 

Prices are per person, in USD dollars. Rates are subject to 10% service charge and 18% local tax.





Exclusive Culinary Events  

Friday 24 November

Sundowners at the Platform
From 6pm, USD 55pp
Experience the magic of a captivating sundowner event with expert mixologist, 
Valentino Longo. As the sun gracefully dips below the horizon, you'll be immersed in an 
atmosphere of elegance and artistry, surrounded by the allure of golden hour, enjoying a 
delicious selection of accompanying canapés and a cigar demonstration by El Maestro 
Juan Alberto Martinez.

Saturday 25 November
Gala Dinner at the Restaurant
Bar from 6pm, Dinner from 7pm, Poolside Cocktails at 8.45pm, USD 175pp
Elevate the senses and celebrate life's special moments with an opulent Gala Dinner 
served at Amanera’s Restaurant. Embark on a culinary journey with seven-courses 
featuring indulgent celebratory ingredients such as oysters and caviar, two of which are 
paired with local rums for a Caribbean twist. 

Sunday, 26 November 
Sunset Dinner at Beach Club
From 6.30pm, USD 150pp
As golden hour casts a warm glow over Amanera’s shores, a magical setting unfolds for a 
delicious dinner prepared by Amanera's culinary artisans. With a menu that celebrates 
the freshest local ingredients and flavors of the region, each dish is a masterpiece, 
artfully combining traditional Caribbean influences with contemporary culinary 
techniques, resulting in a delicious celebratory feast. 

Prices are per person, in USD dollars. Rates are subject to 10% service charge and 18% local tax.





Amanera
Rio San Juan, Dominican Republic

Tel:  +1 809 589 2888
Email: Amanera.res@aman.com 
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